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BONY SIRENS
like … I love boyz and cash
2019
7x1,5m loop on screen
Music by
Filip Kraus

the nude lips
and nude to take
nude face
and nude hair
(IIII) love trinket
love dough too
Let cash stay with me
Forever, forever, yeah
Let cash rustle, god
Like ASMR, eeah
You should try some tricks
You should buy some blink
Lips like Lela eaah
I’m wheedling
You can make a dick pic
Send me your dick
Hold forth a story
tell me you’re doing something big
Amore more mio eeah
A young playboy ahah, eah
Grown out gel nails
But prob not todaaay
amore more mio eeah
A young playboy ahah, eah
Hold forth a story eeah
Tell me you’re doing something big
Let cash stay with me
Forever, forever, yeah
Let cash rustle, my god
Like ASMR eeah

MELUZYNA MACA ft.

2019
full HD loop in instalation
Music by
VoodooBeats, Dizzcock, Filip Kraus
Skuzomeetzah is kind of a „video musical“ or „rap operetta“.
Insects, or rather parasites dressed up as humans reflect on the
power and profitability of the image at the time when the digital
world is getting less and less distinguisheable from reality. The
pixel is becoming the basic unit of the power system. It is not clear
whether it is still on the monitor or already behind it. It can be
used as proof of „fake news“ and create brand new realities, while
its value rapidly increase and power over it falls into the hands of
the wealthy. The bugs (which can also be read as programming
errors) have a potential to become the physical counterpartof the
pixel, using the technology that is getting out of control for their
own emancipation and return to corporeality: to be able to belive
their own eyesagain: that is if tehy are faster than the burning
planet and the rising curve of extinction of their own species.
Karina Kottová

Well, well, well, well, well - hello sweetheart, How are you doing today?Good, I am doing fajn and dandy thank you so much for asking. So what brings you to our lovely countryside chamber? OK, you are just
looking and that’s fine and dandy. And honestly? I am doing there the same. But I have a good three pieces of
advice for you my darling - If you feel lonely in the society. I am in touch with the world by licking my display.
Just lick. Lick. Lick Lick. Lick. Lick. Doing that, you will feel connected with all the world for a sec and also,
the display will be clean. And here is the second piece of advice, this one is connected with the eyes - the most
important visual perceptor for you and your display. Protect them my honey. I have those glasses here. They
shield me from this technical blue light which is everywhere and also they look so good. And the third one is
just for your beauty, baby. Don’t forget to squeeze out all of your black spots during the next full moon, my
little bunny.

VIDEO
ONLINE

PIXIE BUGS
Nights I fly out like a month
I’ve got claws, just like a rose
I strip my skin, metamorphose
I stretch my wings
I’ve got bars that suck your blood
bite right through your skin
my poisonous lines.
Nights I fly out like a month
I’ve got claws, just like a rose
I strip my skin, metamorphose
I stretch my wings
I’ve got bars that suck your blood
bite right through your skin
my poisonous lines.
no jokes, no shit, no bullshit like your bullshit
my blood is a fuckin acid, it’s poison – jackass
you can try me all you want but you won’t last
my claws are hydraulic, they’ll crush you like
weed
collective volition, somethin’ you don’t get
like a ghost we fly in the cloud – you useless dicks
tangled up in the web, a bedbug in your head/ a
bedbug in your Dell
In your drink I swim, I suck it all - you as well
(phobia, redirected)
I’m the toxic, nasty beast
I open a thousand eyes
on your shit I’m gonna feast
I’ve got two horns on my head
I am the pussy with a dick
a stain on your body
I’ll make you sick

like a flee on speed
you keep jumping up and down
spinning around in a glitch
did you do a whole gram
squirmin’ like a worm/ let’s just have another beer
everything’s gonna be alright
troubles will just disappear
on my way like a program
in my head are only bags
I cast
my plus
net/ kresby
to tie you down like drugs
text
songu
Running every pixel/ I know all the moves
I’ll lay my traps/ it is over, checkmate

SUMMER HIT
faya, faya, faya,
strriiky, strrriken, strikky strrrike
all the babes here are oily
no ice no brr
all the drinks – so much dry
all the heads so much high
flippy flop flop flop
all the Gs here are oily
no briefs just sweat
all chicks – so much dry
all dicks – so much high
ice, no-no ice, no-no ice, no-no ice
tablecloth on fire, the couch burns,
your fence is ablaze
the garage on fire, wi-fi don’t work,
white hair in a haze

the pooch pegged out, the kitty too, the grass
fumes like coal
no signal, plasma screen fucked,
fucking fire, fuck it-all
the fridge’s screwed
all food green
you cannot gulp it down, the drinks are warm
swimming pool empty, no chlorine,
warm and vile
the flip flops melted like ice, no style
termo baby term on me
termo my love wanabe
termo my mum’s spices
termovisions are blind
insulation, that burns well, it is all in flames
ashes swirl around falls down like snowflakes
the rubber burns the varnish burns
all this shit is donethe panels were here before us
and they shall overcome
water not splashing, but glass is splashing, too
like Kings Landing the whole city is screwed
your SUV, the mighty Gott and wreck
not going anywhere but what the heck
faja faja faja
freaky freaky freaky free
summer baby burnsy happy
summer baby just call mee
flex - on - street
nice and burnt eee
horny sunny burnsy happy
horny koko rides eee

MILENA`S SONG
2019
full HD
Director
Marie Lukacova, Anna Remesova
Visual Effects
Marie Lukacova
Music
Dizzcock
Milena’s Song, a video from 2019, combines contemporary criticism of religion with feminist
theory through the microstory of a woman who takes care of the interior of a Catholic
church.At a time of strong patriarchal dominance, woman tends to be associated with nature
and man with technology and technological progress. The video disrupts these dichotomies
which is also indicated by its slowly disintegrating form.

Produced with the support of Artycok.tv

Milena`s Song
The very first discussions that took place before the creation of Milena’s song were motivated by the question of how modern Christian
churches are able to reflect the transformation of the world and the
modification of knowledge brought about by digital technology and
social networks. Over the years, when society had faith in the utopia
of the democratic distribution of information over the internet and,
consequently, profound disappointment, when people have developed
neural networks which bear decisions that we are no longer able to
follow, and when interpersonal communication and political activism
began to change corporate communication platforms, the existence and
binding documents of the church haven’t changed in any way. It seems
that they are no longer able to respond to the problems of the present,
whether these include deepening class differences, the marginalization
of individuals (women, LGBTQ+, people without a European Union
passport) or the impending climate catastrophe. Instead, Christian
churches – especially in Central Europe and the Balkan countries – go
in the opposite direction, helping to strengthen nationalist ideas, reinforcing capitalism by their actions, suppressing the rights of women and
non-binary people, demonstrating for traditional families and participating in the building of walls of division within Europe. All this is
happening regardless of the level of secularism in individual countries,
on the contrary it turns out that even in an atheist country such as the
Czech Republic, the Catholic Church – a when combined with political
representation – can have considerable power.
Dichotomies of the world (I / Second, culture / nature, man / woman)
are not something of Christianity itself, but were formed later, from the
early church fathers. This extended through institutionalization, the
Church getting rich, the arrival of capitalism, the enlightenment, the
modern age to today’s perverted form, which has little to do with early
Christian groups characterized by their cultural decentralization and
non-hierarchical nature. Certain instruments of criticism are offered
by contemporary feminist protests, which are growing all over the
world, demanding, for example, the ordination of women to priests, but
also the tradition of liberation theology symbolized by Pope’s Francis’
anti-capitalist and ecological policies. Regarding the question of what

power has a moving image today and whether it can contribute to the
emancipation of women,not only in the environment of the Catholic
Church, we find the origins of the first versions of the screenplay for the
video of Milena’s Song.
The video of Milena’s song works within the theoretical background
of contemporary feminist thinking, namely with the legacy of cyberfeminism, which was formulated in the early 1990s by British feminist
and cyberculture theorist Sadie Plant. Cyberfeminism grants emancipatory power to modern technology, but only as long as all people
can access it, regardless of their class status, religious beliefs, cultural
identifications, sexual orientation and/or gender. Cyberfeminists reject
the classical dichotomies between nature and technology, natural and
artificial, which is also referred to by the gradually decaying form of
video. The position of women and LGBTQ+ minorities in the Roman
Catholic Church and their exclusion from decision-making processes
thus becomes a more general question, seeking the deep and spiritual
causes of the current social crisis based on the consolidation of inequalities between human and nonhuman actors.
Another essential motive of the video is communication, which takes
place between the main protagonist and architecture, which does not
occur at the level of verbal conversation, but is given by the relationship between their ‘technological’ interiors. Just as wires, bricks and
distribution boards fill the walls of a building, women’s bodies are
similarly structured. Her body is formed by the order and symmetry
of front-planned architecture. According to the theory of the cyberfeminist group VNS Matrix, for example, the female genital organ can
be described as technology because its functioning and perception are
influenced by external factors, so it is designed and used as a tool. Thus,
cyberfeminism is based on the experience of a woman and her body,
not essentializing it, but working with its possible transformation in
relation to social and political contexts.
Anna Remešová

The video and rap clip confronts contemporary feminism and capitalism. The sober environment of economic forecasts and cash flows is transformed
into a psychedelic 3D animation depicting a witch session. The film culminates with the author’s rap that hyperbolically criticizes the power and role of
money in today’s society.
Moraine Rex draws and erases human and animal figures, the parasites accompanying poverty – fleas and rats. The scene in the finance lounge ends
with a kind of rebellion against the financial system. Although the bankers appear to be men and women, Lukáčová refers to them merely as beings and
alternates their gender. In the linear drawings that give the impression of being supplementary, like appendices or footnotes, interspecific combinations
are gradually announced. This idea of a non-binary world offers a vision or expectation of society organised around different bonds and connections.

full HD loop in instalation
Director, Visual Effects
Marie Lukacova
Music
Dizzcock
Camera
Michal Blecha, Kryštof Hlůže

FLOWS
text by Edith Jeřábková
The landscape of Marie Lukáčová’s rap video is permeated by different flows than the erosive rainstorms of Wadi Musa. However, capital transformations have the same magical backdrop as the enchantment of the oil industry. The history of the transfer of land into private ownership is littered with
gruesome events associated with enclosure throughout the entire history of the colonisation of the New World, Africa, and even the European continent. Based on her study of the history of witch trials, Silvie Federici unravels the connection between the exploitation of women and unpaid domestic
labour, which played a central role in the process of capitalist accumulation. The first stage in the introduction of the capitalist system was the disciplining of the body, a process that impacted greatly on women, who had to be deprived of their independence and social power. They had to be tamed and
bound to home, family and husband, and had to perform their household duties for free so that their husbands might participate in the growth of capital

undisturbed. “The witch was the communist and terrorist of her time, which required a ‘civilising’ drive to produce the new ‘subjectivity’ and sexual
division of labour on which the capitalist work discipline would rely...”1/ writes Silvia Federici in her new book. She was prompted to write the book by
the ongoing witch-hunts taking place in countries such as India, Nepal, Papua-New Guinea, Central Africa, Islamic State, Saudi Arabia, which demonstrate where the new forms of accumulation and colonisation have relocated and how the interrelated relationships between market mechanisms and the
weakening of the agency of women operate, leading to the destabilisation of territorial, tribal and family ties.
This is not only about property, but the victorious model of social relations that has led to the destruction of the social life of women, women’s collectives, women’s collective work and leisure. Since the 1990s, the number of murdered women in Africa has risen dramatically in parallel with new economic interests that undermine the relationships between young and old, men and women, and in which an important role is again played by questions
pertaining to the appropriation of land and resources, poverty and precarisation. Until recently, land in Africa was a shared good, and women farmed it.
However, with the entry of the World Bank it had, it goes without saying, to be registered in order to become the subject of loans and business. Women
were forced to abandon their self-sufficient production and to become assistants to their husbands in the production of goods. It is often older women

and women who work their own land that are the targets of witch-hunts in Africa. Those doing the hunting are young members of the community,
sometimes even of the family. The division of male and female labour is also problematic, with plenty of employment opportunities for men in armed
jobs – building security guards, corporate security services, prison officers, membership in gangs, the mafia, the army, etc. – thus increasing the toxic
masculinity of the male population.
In the 1970s, feminists themselves embraced the myth of the witch in the Italian activist campaign for wages for housework and the legalisation of abortion, adopting the slogan: “Tremble, tremble, the witches have returned!”, and linked up feminist movements around the world. At present the iconography of witchcraft is experiencing a renascence as a practice that reveals new possibilities above and beyond the dualist perception of the world. Modern
witchcraft is the fastest growing new religion at present. Wicca is the largest and most widespread offshoot of neo-paganism and comprises a diverse
group of religious movements claiming to be derived from historical pagan religions. Modern witchcraft spread after the fall of the countercultures of
the 1960s. The American Religious Identification Survey (ARIS) estimated that in 2008 there were around 600,000 neo-pagans in the United States, of
which roughly half identified as Wiccan. According to some estimates, in 2017 there were more than three million practicing Wiccans. In esoteric circles

the term “witch” is gender neutral and can refer to both men and women. At the heart of the Wicca shared faith (like other forms of modern witchcraft)
is the acceptance and practice of magic. Adherents seek inspiration in the works of Gerald Brosseau Gardner and Aleister Crowley. The latter defined

magic as “the Science and Art of Causing Change to occur in conformity with Will“. Magic as such is not supernatural. It is as natural as gravitation and
wind and often involves a combination of invocation, movement, rhythm, music, meditation and instruments that are used in such a way as to operate
on a subtle, energetic or quantum level of reality.
If we accept that magic is not simply something practiced in the “primitive” stages of societies but is present in the very heart of the modern regime (as
many writers such as Theodor Adorno and Arjun Appaduraio concede), we will understand more easily Marie Lukáčová’s interest in creating a form of

magic in opposition to that of economic growth and the circulation of capital. Lukáčová is not so much interested in the eccentric witch operating on
the margins of society, but in strong female and male witch figures fully established within the neoliberal system who, with the effortlessness of ordinary
skills and abilities combined with routine work, facilitate the flow of capital through the landscape, which they are able to move and transform at will
with merely a few clicks on their mobile. The cumulative cloud is a new form of capital that feeds on information, including the most private and intimate, to which relationships, marriages, desire, stories, the imagination and art are subject. Everything is viewed as an investment. Lukáčová shows how
the economic sector has coopted the practices of witches, how the movement of capital is magical and the language and system of economic wizards is
hermetic. By appropriating mainstream male rap and a feminist-accented witchcraft, the artist achieves a double augmentation. The transformability of
polyamory, sex and morphing monsters then holds out the hope of an escape from the capitalist design of the nuclear family.
The first image of her video is not of some historical image of the Sabbath in the landscape, but a shot of a diverse group of financial services sector employees in a lounge. All of them are connected to their touch-free Apple devices and paranormally control global market flows that have direct implications for landscape change. Morena Rex sounds like an invocatory spell. The constant synthetic noise evokes flows of financial capital and underscores
the incantation that mixes the power of money with death. Power and finance stimulate and transform love and eroticism. “After intercourse I allow
gripping with palms. With financial level…”2/ Changing keyboard sounds announce the leitmotifs of individual working financial witches. A simple
repeating ambient electro theme begins and introduces a rapidly proliferating, partially anthropomorphised cloud rotating in all directions modelled in
3D, capital accumulation and sexually charged shimmering mineral. The polyamorous dream of one of the beings about group sex that conceals a massacre on the mining platform. The rotating cloud alternates a rotating planetary system with a large pupil inhabited by witches and mythological figures.
The sound plays at the same volume without any dramatic changes. The repetitive tonal level, enhanced by the chirruping of birds, puts one in mind

of reading a good fantasy book. Fantasy is also present in a mythologized image of the Cybertwee figure of Moira in her fossil empire, talking to her
abstract counsellor. A cartoon bestiary character with an anthropo-animal morphology enters the scene, which, after subverting gender stereotypes,
hybridises the human race. In her text, Lukáčová combines the language of love and eroticism with that of economics. “Marriage as an investment”. The
institutionalisation of life packaged within a mythological narrative leads to a consultation on the generations of family investment and investment in
images, which constitute new profitable repositories of capital. In the next part of the video the banking image turns into IKEA kitchen scenery, “proletarian rap”, or perhaps “precariat rap”. Lukáčová comes up with a brilliant language combining rapper jargon with the argot of the banking sector and
minorities. It bubbles non-aggressively, becoming a mantra that in each verse illustrates our rooted and all-pervasive dependency on financial institutions, revolving credit, and the desire for capital success and at least basic social status.

ODDCHER`S EGO TRIP
full HD loop in instalation

I BURN DOPE, I BURN BUSH, FIELDS IN AFIRE, FORREST IN AFIREJUST BURN MONEY, BURNING CASH, TYRES IN AFIRE AND ALSO
MESSEVERYWHERE IS A DUST,EVERYWHERE SOUND AND PLUME, EVERYTHING IS CLOUDEVERY DAY, EVERY BLOCK, EVERY MAN
AND EVERY YEAR

